
CH..t\PTER X. 

MECHANISMS INVOLVING NON-RIGID LINKS. 

79. Non-rigid Links.-In giving a definition of a machine 
or of a mechanism we were careful to use the word ' ' resist. 
ant" as applied to the material forming the links composing 
the mechanism. Man1� essential portions of actual ma
chines are non-rigid, but are nevertheless resistant, and 
their occurrence, while it does little to complicate the 
machine from a kinematic point of view, often introduces 
dynamical problems of the greatest interest and difficulty. 
The different classes of non-rigid links, and pairs involving 
them, have already been noticed; vve have now to study 
certain kinematic questions arising from their use. 

In considering non-rigid links in mechanisms or machines 
it is necessary to take account .of the way in \vhich their 
form changes while in motion. One class of these hnks 
is composed of those which, v.·hile very yielding as far as 
bending or thrusting actions are concerned, do not change 
their length appreciably \vhen a direct pull is applied. 
Belts, ropes, and chains, which come under this head, are 
therefore often of great use in machines where energy has 
to be transmitted in changing directions. This is usually 
clone by causing the flexible tension-links, in the form of 
belts, ropes, or chn.ins, to pair with, and communicate 
motion to, rotating drums or \vheels. On account of their 
change of form, non-rigid links can have no virtual axes or 
virtual centres. 

So. Velocity Ratio in Belt-gearing. Length of Belts.

,The linear velocity of a rope or belt passing over t\\'O or 
244 
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more pulleys may be considered for kinematic purposes as 
being the same throughout its length. In practice the 
stretching of a rope or belt under load often has an appre
ciable effect on the velocity ratio of the pulley it driYes; 
\Ve shall here trea_t questions of ·velocity ratio as if the 
belt or rope were inextensible. Fig. 163 represents a pair 
of cylindrical pulleys connected by a belt, which may be 
' 'open'' or ' 'crossed'' so that the pulleys rotate either in 
the same or in opposite senses. vVe shall for the present 
neglect the effect of the thickness of the belt or rope. 

, . 
/ ' , ' 

' 
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FIG. 163. 

In these cases if V be the linear velocity of the belt and 
Re0Rb the radii of the pulleys, the angular velocity ratio will 
evidently be found from the relation 

(J)a - V Rb - ± Rb-
(J)b-Ra. V Ra' 
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the negative sign corresponding to the case of a crossed belt. 
It is, of course, assumed that there is no slipping. 

The length of a belt is easily expressed in terms of the 
radii and the distanced between the centres of the pulleys. 
The total length of belt not in contact with the pulleys is 

2Vd2 -(R0 ±Rb)2, 

the negative sign here corresponding to the case of an open 
belt. · If {) be the angle that the straight part of the belt 
makes with the centre line of the pulleys, then the length of 
belt in contact with the pulleys will be 

(:ir+28) (R0 + Rb) for a crossed belt 

and (;,r + 28)R0+(;,r- 20)Rb, 

or 1r(R0+Rb)+ 20(R
0 

-Rb) for an open belt, 

The expression for the total lengtl1 of belt will then be 
for an open belt 

and for a crossed belt 

R2Vd2 
- (Ra +Rb) 2 + (R +R

b
)( n:+ 2 sin_1 0dR

b).
a 

It will be seen that the length of a crossed belt is thus 
constant so long as the sum of the radii and the distance be
tween the centres of pulleys are constant quantities. 

81. Belt-gearing for Variable Velocity Ratio. - Fig. 164 

shows the arrangement of ' ' cone pulleys" employed in 
driving machinery so as to render it possible, by shifting a 
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belt from one pair of steps to another, to obtain at will any 
one of several velocity ratios. It is plain that the same 
crossed belt will run with the same tightness on any pair of 
steps so long as the sum of the radii of each pair is the same. 
An open belt, however, is generally required, in which case 
the tension will be different on each pair of steps, unless 
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their diameters are specially calculated. Approximate
methods for readily doing this have been devised,* while 
Reuleaux t.gives a rigorous graphical treatment of the prob
lem. Referring to Fig. 163, we have as an expression for 
the length of an open belt 

l = 2[d cos 0 +;(Ra +Rb) +o(Ra -Rb)J. 

* Unwin, Machine Design, Vol. I, p. 373 ; Smith, Trans. Am. Soc. M. E., 
Vol. X, p. 269. 

t Reuleaux, The Constructor. Trans. by Suplee, p. 18g. 
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Now R
0 -R

b 
=d sin 8; therefore 

l = 2 ( d co� 0 + :(2 R - d sin 8) + 0d sin (})
a 

and 
l d . d sin 0R 

a 
= - · - -(cos 0 + (} sin 0) + -· · ·-·. 

27r 71: 2

Similarly, 
. l d . d sin 0l< =- - ··· (cos 8 + 8 sin 0) - ·---. 

b 2-,.. -,... 2 

'fake a pair of rectangular axes 0.4. and OB, (Fig. 165) 
and make 0.4 · d. Dra,v a cun�e CD, the involute of the 
circular arc .4 C, having O as its centre. Then, since the 
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FrG, 165. 

angle() must lie between 6° and 90°, it must have some such 
value as COE, in which case the line EF, tangent to .4C 
at E, and cutting the involute at F, has a length equal to 
the arc EC. Hence EF = Od, and, drawing KFH parallel 
to .40, we have GH = EF sin 0, and 

OH=OG+GH 
= d(cos 0 + 0 sin 8). 

Next make OB=11:d and join AB. Draw AD parallel to 
_ OB. Let HF meet AB in Vand AD in K; then 

KV AO I 

OH =OB 
= 

11:' 
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and therefore KV= d (cos(}+(} sin 0). 
7r 

1\gain, if we set off AL=�, and draw LM paral1el to AO,
2 

and cutting AB in J\,1, we have 

l
L1\,1 =-. 

27r 

Draw J1N parallel to BO and cutting HK in N, then 

,IN =KN-KV 
l d .= -- --(cos 0 + 0 sin 0 )27r 7r 

d sin 8
To obtain the value of we need only draw a semi-

2 

circle OQP having a diameter 
d

: then 
2 

d sin 0eOQ = _
2 

Finally a curve DRST may be drawn by setting off V R = 
VS =OQ, and repeating the construction as required. This 
gives 

NR=VN+ VR 
l d . d sin 0 

· =- -(cos o+ 0 sin 0) +--
21r 7r 2 

=Ra , 
-

and NS=VN-VS 
l d . d sin t 

= - --( cos 0 + 0 sin 0) - --
21. -;r . 2 

= Rb. 
Thus Ra-Rb= VR+ VS=SR. 
Plainly for given values of l and d we can determine R

0 

and Rb for any value of O (or for any required ve]ocjty ratio) 
by the aid of the curve DRST. 

In practice it is usual to find that the diameters of the 
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first pair of steps or their radii, Ra and Rb, are given, together 
with d, the distance between centres of pulleys. The prob
lem then is to find the radii of another pair of pulleys, Ra ' 
and R/, on which an open belt of the same length will run 

with a given velocity ratio �a;_ The author has found the 
b 

following a convenient method of utilizing the Reuleaux 
diagram for solving this problem, and for finding inci
dentally the length of belt required. This length, however, 
is not often necessary, as it is more easily measured from 
the pulleys when finished and in position. 

Draw the rectangle AOB and the curve DRST exactly 
as described above, and as shown in Fig. 165, making OA, 

say, 10 inches in length. This diagram can be used for find
ing pairs of radii of steps having any desired velocity ratio, 
and the lengths of these radii will be obtained in terms 
of d, the distance between the shaft centres. Having ex
pressed Ra and Rb, the given pair of radii, in terms of d, 

it is easy, by applying a scale of inches and hundredths to the 
diagram, to determine that position of the line SR which 
will give the proper value to Ra - Rnb. The length RN is 
then measured to the proper scale and the point N found. 
If required, the half length of the belt is then settled by 
drawing the line N 1vl, and the next thing is to find another 
set of points R', S', N' such that R'.l\T' and S' N' will have the 

ratio required for the radii of 
the next pair of steps. This is 
readily done by drawing on 
tracing-paper a set of radiat
ing lines (Fig. 165a), VX, VY', 

V Z, arranged so as to cut all 
lines perpendicular to 1/ Z in the 

;�- . . R'
1 I --=--:±=--=--=-===--�--�-�v required ratio, name y, a.. t

R'u. 
FIG. 165a. is convenient to draw another 

line, VY, such that lines perpendicular to V Z are also cut in 

X 

V. 
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the ratio �a. By applying this diagram to Fig. 165, the three 
b 

points R', S', N' can readily be pricked off in their proper 
pos1t1ons. When measured to the proper scale, R' N' and 
S'1\l' give the values of the pair of radii required. In Fig. 

. Ra' . 
165 t he ratio , 1s 12.0, w h'l1 eR

b 

R . 
ats 6. o and l = 5.66d.

R
b 

If the real value of dis taken as 30 inches, while Ra and Rb 
are 25.2 and 4.2 inches respectively, the diagram gives for 
R,,' and R/ the values 26.4 and 2.2 inches. An open belt 
of about 170 inches in length would run on either of these 
two pairs of pulleys. 

It should be noted that when d is large in comparison 
with the size of the step pulleys, it is often sufficiently ac
curate to proportion the latter as if intended to run with a 
crossed belt; for this purpose the sum of the radii may be 
made constant. 

To make allowance for the effect of the thickness of the 
belt or rope in our calculations it is only necessary to reflect 
that we have really taken the thickness of belt as being 
negligible when compared to the diameter of the pulley. 
In practice this is frequently not the case. Suppose, for 
example, that a belt whose thickness is a quarter of an 
inch is running on a pulley 6 inches in diameter. We 
assume that while passing round the pulley the layer of 
material at the centre of the thickness of the belt is neither 
stretched nor shortened, so that the arrangement will be 
equi\·alent kinematically to a pulley 6 l inches in diameter 
on ,vhich a belt of negligible thickness is running. In other 
,vords, ,ve take it that the effective radius of the pu11ey is 
in all cases to be measured to the centre of the thickness of 
the belt or rope. 

82. Velocity Ratio in Chain- and Rope-gearing.-Rope
and chain--gearing is extensively used for the transmis-
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sion of power, as well as in machinery for hoisting, \Yind
ing, and lowering. In many cases it is necessary to 
provide the rope-drums or pulleys with guiding or re

taining grooves. The various forms 
of rope and chain tackle are too 
familiar to require extended notice 

... here ; the ratio of the speed of the 
.. 

rope to the speed of the body 
moved by the tackle can always be 
readily found. As an example, \Ye 
may take the Differential Pulley
block of Fig. 166. In this case the 
upper block has two sheaves a and a'II rigidly connected or made in one 
piece; the chain is prevented from 
slipping on these sheaves by suitable 
projections in their grooves. Evi
dently on hauling in the sense shov,n 
by the arro\v, the loop or bight of the 

FIG. 166- chain passing around b will be short-
ened during each revolution of a and a' by an amount 
equal to the difference of the circumferences of those 
pulleys. Hence, if we call R, and R2 the effective radii of 
a and a' we shal 1 have 

speed of chain 2nR1 

speed of hoistinge= ½(2rrR1 --_R2)21r_
2Rl 

-R, -R2• 

Sometimes it is desirable to arrange hoisting gear in such 
a way that the velocity ratio is variable. For instance, in 
the winding gear of a deep mine it is necessary to wind the 
rope on a drum of continually increasing radius provided 
with a spiral groove, so that when one cage is at the bottome. 
its weight together with that of the attached rope may be 
balanced by the smaller weight of the other cage alone 
acting on a portion of the drum which is of larger radius. 
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,..\ similar device is employed in the ' '  fusee ' '  of a chro
nometer. 

In some cases shafts and pulleys are so connected by
chain-gear that their velocity ratio is not uniform through
out the revolution. Fig. 167 shows one form of sprocket

wheel and chain. The wheel is 
furnished with teeth engaging
with the links of the chain and 
effectually preventing slipping; 
these teeth should evidently
have profiles composed of cir
cular arcs parallel to the paths 
described by the centres of the 
pins as they move relatively to 
the . wheel.· On considering a 
pair of such wheels connected 

FIG. 167. by a chain it will be seen that 
if their pitch-circles are of unequal diameters, their velocity 

D 

@ 

FIG. 167a. 

ratio will not be the same in every position.  Fig. 1 6 7a 

represents the centre line of a chain connecting a pair of 
sprocket-,vheels ;  the wheels have four and eight teeth re
spectively. When in the position shown by full lines, the 
pair of wheels and the chain are equivalent to a four-bar 
mechanism or quadric crank chain ABCD. Applying the 



ronstructiontoftl ,8twctfindtthatthotvcl<>citytratK>tis 
.,,t BC _t
.,, Al) 

But when in the pogition shown by dotted lines the velocity 

., FB BC 
� - AE< ,w. 

the equivalent pogit;on of thequadriccrnnkchain being 
AEGH. lnt•procket- andchain- i:,,aring asu-i fo,- cyd.,._ 
thistin'-"'luality ol velocity ratio mayamountwfrum 5 to 1 5  
perttnt. 

A form of chain uSOO by Mr. Hans Rcnold for transmitting 
power be1""een two par�lld shaft.. is shown in Fig. 168 The 

chain links have projection• or te<:th on their inner edRI"!, 
oo fonned astto gear with teeth on the wheel ,ims. It will 
be oeen from the diagram that these teeth profiles, the work
ing portions of which are ma<le uptol straight lines, are oo 
arrang,:dth.U thcthnksentertandclearthetwh..,ltteethwith 
out appn,ciab\c sliding or n,bbing motion. The angle em
braced by the oides of th� wheel-tooth prufilol i, smaller the 
smallertthcnumbeTofteethinthetwheel. Chainoofthi,kind 
will work 001"Tectly e,..,,, if •light stret<ching has t-,.k.,,, place 
The periodical inKJ_uality of ,·elocity ratio when the driving 
and driven whoclstare of different siw, i, to betdctcrrn.ined 
for these chains in exactly the !lame way as fo,- ordinary 
pitch chains, the eff<:<:tive diameter., of thc whocls being, of 
course,measuredttothctocmrestolthepin,ofthetchain links. 

83. Bolt- •nd Rope-gHrioi- bot'IOHII !'Ion-parallel Ain.
lt should be noted that belts <Ind ropes may be u,;ed for 
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transmitting power between shafts whose axes are not par
allel ; in some cases idle guide-pulleys are required in order 
that the belt or rope may run satisfactorily. For this to be 
the case one condition must be fulfilled, namely, that where
ever a belt or rope is running on to a pulley the centre line 
of the advancing belt or rope must lie in the central plane 
of the pulley on to which it is running ; i.e., in a plane nor
mal to the axis and passing through the centre of the pulley.* 
A number of cases of belt transmission between non-parallel 
axes are illustrated here. The belt in Fig. 169a can only 

--1 -

--i._R_ -- ---�-

�.--:-
A-I 

FIG, 16ga. 
be run in the direction indicated by the arrows, the portion 
RT lying in the plane of the pulley B, but not in that of A, 
while the part SU lies in the plane of A.  Similar remarks 
apply to Fig. 169b, where, hoVl{ever, a guide-pulley is used. 
In Fig. 169c, it will be seen that if the guide-pulley C is 
placed in a plane containing the parts of the belt 5 T and UT 
every straight portion of the belt lies in a line which forms 

• See Webb, Trans. Am. Soc. M. E., 1883, p. 165. 
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the intersection of the planes of its pulleys ; hence the belt 
will run either way. Fig. 169d sho\vS the general case when 
the axes are inclined. Any two points, X and Y, are chosen 
on the line forming the intersection of the planes of the 
pulleys A and B, and tangents XR, XS, YT, YU are dra\vn 
to these pulleys. The guide-pulleys cl and c2 are then 

A 

C 

' ! B 

----1-r· 
j IA. 

-;- _, . 

F1G. r69b. 

placed in the planes .,YRS, YTU' respectively. Under these 
conditions the belt \vill run either \vay. These examples \vill 
serve to indicate the method to be adopted in arranging 
belt-gearing when the axes of the shafts are not parallel. 

Similar remarks apply to arrangements for rope-gearing, 
but in this case, as the pulleys are grooved, guide-pulleys are 
not so frequently required. 

84. Springs.-\Vhile belts, ropes, and chains are espe
cially of use for transmitting energy, the flexible links kno,vn 
as springs are of service where energy has to be stored up 
and again restored when required. Problems connected 
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vvith mechanisms involving springs will in general deal with 
questions of Dynamics rather than with questions of Kine
matics ; it will be sufficient here to notice some cases in 
vvhich the energy of springs is employed for kinematic pur
poses ; i.e., for controlling or assisting the relative motions 
of machine parts. 

A 

-r-· 
u 

I 

-- - - --�---11-s - - ---- -+  -+--

A 

F1G. 169c. 

Springs are often used for the closure of mechanisms and 
pairs. The spring h, for example, .in Fig. 1 6 1  supplies the 
force required to keep b in  contact withse or in contact with 
c, as the case may be. Certain springs in gun-locks fulfil a 
similar purpose, and springs of the same kind form an essen
tial feature in most ratchet mechanisms and escapements. 
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In Fig. 1 70 the essential parts of the lock of a Winchester 
rifle are shown. The lock mechanism contains two springs; 
the main-spring a is bent when the hammer b is drawn back 

R 

____L_' 

s 

u 

• 

T 

IB 
·R -

FIG, 169d. 

and cocked, and the energy stored in this spring is availa
ble, when released, for striking the firing-pin c and thus 
exploding the cartridge. The trigger-spring d bears on the 
trigger e, which serves in fact as a pawl or detent for the 
hammer. When the hammer is at half-cock the point 
or nose of the trigger enters the first notch on the 
hammer ; the hammer is then secure, as the form of the 
notch prevents the trigger from. being pulled. ,vhen 



the hammer is pL1.COO at full cocl<, however, the point 
of the trigger engages with the se<:ond notch, which 
is of such a form th.�t the trigger can h,, pulle<l and the 
hammer released. While both these ,prings may be re
garded as scr,,ing for purposes of dosure, d has no other use; 
a, on the other hand, store,; up energy in the way already 
described. 1nc whole mech;,nism forms a k>cking and re
leasing ratchet-train (sed 7 1 ) nwhich is spring-ck-1. 

In many cases springs are used simply a.• means of 11.oring 
energy, a very familiar example being the co;lcd •pring 

which drives a clock or watch; in other instan<:ff they arc 
employed simply to control or modify tl,e relative motion 
of machine parts. 1nc springs in a bulfer, or the ,prings 
which hold do,;,;n a ..,,fety-valvc, come under this heading 

85, Flu.id Unb. Pre•ure Pa;l'l.-il has already been 
noted that we class under the name of spring those ponions 
of �ha�ioms :"'hose ebstic deformation�, when thenmech• 

_ amsm ,s m act,o,,, are considerable a• compan,d ,.,th the 
dimensions of the spring itself, and with the extent of motion 
of the other links of the mechanism. According to this 
definition we ought to include in our list not only solid 
springs, but also such bodie$ as the air in an air--00mpreasor. 
which, although fluid, suffers eL-.stic deformation 

Hydraulic machines, again, contain fluid links which do 



not �bly change their volume under the pressures to 
which they are subjected in working. Hence fluid links may 
he divided into (a) elastic and (b) 11(1[1-ela,tic linb. ;\o 
has been pre,;.-,,...iy stat.al. the changes of form and volume 
oftthesetlinb invo!vctquestionstnft,lynamicstwhichlictout
oide nf the «:op, of the pre..,nt work. so that w,: shall here 
ennsidcrtonlytinttheirkinema.ticta•pecttccrtaintme,:hanisms 
containingtfl.uidtlinb. 

lntevcrytcasethetpairingtofthetfluidtlinlrwiththctaolid 
linktortlink,tcontainingtittwill bet" pressure pa.iring•• (oe,e 
I 9)t: in u•ing fluid links in mechanisms we therefore meet 
with a con•tructivc difficulty not found when employing 
rigid material only. namely. that all moving pa.rt• in contact 
withfl.uidunde<tpT'Cl!S11rethavetobe»oma.dethatnotunnocea
..,_ry leakage can take plact,. The mMfill of attaining this 
object i• not importilllt from a purely kinematic 1>0int of 

A large number of mechanisms containing fluid links ,,,ill 
be found to have a• their counterparts mechanism• con
taining rigid link,i only. We find. for example, many in-

stance,, of fluid ratchet-trains. and Fig. 171 compares the 
w.,JJ.)mown hydraulic pre$S with a system of rigi<! leveB 
whoset� AB have thet""""' ,·elocity ratio as the plunger 
C and mm D of the prew. Ily ouitably pror,rtioning the 
are:>s of C and D we can obt.'.1.in ony desin,d ratio of the 
ri$ing ""locity of D to tM falling s1"""1 of C, for it UI plain 

http:obt.'.1.in
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that the volume of v.rater displaced in a given time by C 
must be equal to that entering the cylinder in ,vhich D 
,vorks. Hence the speed of D will be to the speed of C 
inversely as their areas, assuming that the fluid is incorn
pressible and that no leakage occurs. 

It is evident that under these circumstances the relative 
velocity of C and D will be unaffected by the length or form 
of the pipe or passage communicating between the cylinders. 
These might in fact be separated by a considerable distance, 
in ,vhich case the mechanism would serve for the hvdraulic 
transmission of energy. Such transmission is found of 
great utility under certain conditions. Similarly arrange
ments for the transmission of pow�r by.scompressed air ha,·e 
been devised ; in either case it is the_ fluid link which renders 
this type of transmission possible and economical. 

86. Chamber Crank-trains.- The most important appli
cation of the crank-chain in machine construction is its use-
in kinematic combination with a fluid link- for the purpose 
of an ,. ' engines" or prime mover, or for the purpose of a 
' '  pum'ps" or machine for moving or compressing the fluid. 
'fhe fluid link may consist of steam, air, gas, or water, and 
the mechanism must include a suitable chamber for enclos
ing it. We proceed to give a few examples of such chantber 
cra1ik-trains, selected from the numberless instances of every
da v occurrence. 

...\ny of the inversions of the slider-crank chain of Chap-
ter IV may be converted into a chamber crank-train if ,ve 
make one of its links into a vessel or chamber and convert 
another link (in some cases two others) into a plate or dia
phragm moving in the vessel in such a fashion that the fluid 
link occupies the space enclosed. ..i\s the mechanism oper
ates, the effective volume available for the fluid link is 
changed and the fluid expands, or is compressed; it enters 
or leaves the vessel or chamber in conformity with the alter
ation in volume and the conditions under which the ma
chine is working. The ordinary direct-acting steam-engine 
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is a familiar example and is derived from the turning slider
crank of Fig. 6o. The link c forms the piston or movable 
diaphrni;:m. while the link d take- the lhape of the cylinder 
in whi,ch the piston trn,..els. In tome iru.tanca the cylinder 
ortchambertisootformedtll.Stotcnclosetpania!lyortcompletel)· 
the links a and b. Fig. 172 ,ho,.,. diaw"arnmaticnlly how 
th;. is done in thet"""" of the ott\1111 enclo&,,j petroleum or 
gasoline rnoton "" much used for the propuhion of auto
mobiles and ho:"1U. ln l'ig. 68, again, the su,inginl °""k 
s/idn.cranJ:tistusedtastantoscillatingt&tcam-cnginet: c istnow 
thetcylindertanddttbetpistontandrod 

v �  
It is also possible in the SMng;ng block slider-crank to 

rotwert the fixed linlr into the chamber. Fig. ,13 show,, 
a methoo of doing this, •�tw. by Reult,aux. On c:on
sidcmtion it will be olwiou• that this arrangement, like 
many others quite pQSOiblc kinematically, will not be likely 
to gi,·e ,..fofactory res\l!t,; in practice. The mechanical 
difficult;e.itofmalringthetcontactbetwecntcand b •ufficiently 
goc,cl to avoid leabge. and at the Mme timet"" free as to 
avoid frictional k>ss. are oo great that a la.rg,, number of 
poo,cibk,chambertcr.,nk-trninstan:ofnotpracticaltva)ue 



Pas.ing on to the lurniH,: blot/, ,lider.craHk c1u,;., of Fig. 
73. thUha.inbccnnconvBt.ed into a chamber train, and was 
,:,riginallynproposed asna steam.engine by Lord Cochrane 
in 1831 and 18H, Probably the invent-Ors of �llcd 
' ' nrotary"' engines and pumps have nowhere found oo extcn
liive a ficld for their llll("nuity as among mechanisms deri,·ed 
from this kinematic chain. One forn, of the Cochrane en
gine is showo in Fig. 1;4. !Jere the rotating chamber is 
fonned fmm the link b of Fig. 73a. and has line contact 
with the link d. The fixed link a (oom,,rpooding to the 
crank inna direct-acting engine) forms the frame or support 
of thenmechan�.nandthenworl<ing Auidncxpandsninnthe 
•�nenclosalnbeiwccnnb,nG,nandnd 

The nt1nging slidn.c,a,.J, when used a.. a chamber train 
hasaln:adyb<..>nnffi<>WnninnFig.n74. 

l'l'()m the d,,uble s/iikr-c,ank clwi" n number of chamber 
trains can be derived. Fig. 79 shows one fotm- the oorn
rnon donkey-pump. In Fig. 175 we ha\'e a form of •team
e11gine propo,oed by Root in 1864 and sinre """""''d by other 
inventors. On comparison with 1-"i,g. 1J  or 19 the com,-

http:convBt.ed
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sponding links vvill be readily recognized. In the Root 
engine the rectangular spaces enclosed between the links 
c and d and betvveen b and coare used as chambers to recei,·e 
the working fluid ; their varying volume serves for the ex
pansion of the steam. It should be noted that this form 
of engine does not involve the use of higher pairing, and • 
there is not the difficulty experienced in so many chamber 
crank-trains in preserving a steam-tight joint. \Vhen the 
surfaces between a, b, c, and d are adjusted so closely as to 
avoid leakage, there is in practice found to exist a consider
able amount of friction, and the accuracy of adjustment is 
easily destroyed by expansion due to any slight local varia
tions in temperature of the different parts of the engine. 
It is for reasons of this kind that no form of chamber crank
train has yet been able to compete in practice with those 
types derived from the tun1ing slider-crank. 

It is, of co4rse, to be understood that in a chamber crank
train used as a motor or pump suitable provision must be 
made for the _government of the admission and outflo,v of 
the working fluid. This is sometimes effected by arranging 
the necessary openings and passages so that they are opened 
or closed by the motion of the solid links themselves. �lore 
freque:nt'ly it is necessary to provide a subsidiary ratchet
train or valve-gear, which forms no essential portion of the 
original machine, if we consider only the motion and pairing 
of the �olid links, the object of the valve-gear being simply 
the control of the fluid link. These mechanisms are con
sidered further in § 89. 

87. Chamber Wheel-trains. - Reuleaux divides motor
mechanisms containingo' '  pressure organso" or fluid links into 
two classes. \Ve have first those mechanisms in which the 
motion is more or less intermittent, so that the whole ma
chine forms a ' '  fluid ratchet-train."  The kinematic chains 
discussed in the last section, \Vhen provided ,vith the neces
sary valve-gear, belong to this class. The second class 
includes those ' '  running mechanisms" in ,vhich the motion 
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of all the solid links is continuous, and we now proceed to 
consider some examples of this kind of chain, formed by 
modifying certain wheel-trains in such a way as to constitute 
a chamber wheel-train. The chamber is, in general, formed 
from the frame of the wheel-train and carries the wheels by 
means of simple turning pairs. The fluid or working sub
stance occupies the space between the wheels and the cham
ber, and such mechanisms, in spite of certain mechanical 
disadvantages, are often used as pumps or motors, or as 
meters for measuring the amount of fluid passing through the 
chamber. 

The chamber wheel-trains which are simplest from a 
kinematic point of view are those containing only one wheel 
and the necessary chamber and passages for the guidance of 
the fluid link. In Fig. 176, for example, is shown diagram-

t i• 

b 

a 

FIG. 176. 

matically a centrifugal pump, the whole mechanism consist
ing of the pump-casing a, the wheel and shaft b, and the 
fluid c. A turbine, or water-wheel, of course falls into the 
same class. 

Figs. ,  177a, 1 77b and 1 77c show three types of chamber 
wheel-gear amongst many which have found some degree of 
favor in practical use as pumps or motors. Fig. 177a is the 
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00 

FIG. J 77e1. 

0 0 

0 0 

FrG. I 77/,. 



Pappenheim chamber wh,:d-train, consisting ol a pnir of 
�ualatoothcdwh<;els.,aha,·ingC011tinuousa1.0:.>th<0nt.;>c:t,while 
thcpointsan<lasidesaofatheatttthafitaasaclooelyaatai:.::,osibleato 
the walls of the chamber. Thi� lr�in ha,; been utilize<l to a 
<'Ullsi<lcrab!e e,ctcnt ,., a pump for water, the volume dis-
chargOO per re,'Olution being evidently equal (if le,,kage 
isanegle,:,ted) toatwioethea,·olumcaoftheatooth-spaceaaolonc 
whffL Such a pump is, of courae, most suitable for running 
at a high speed an<l agairu;t a low Pfi'"'ure. Fig. 1 77b  
represents the  well-known Root blower, the  action heing 
identical with that of the m..::hanism of Fig. 1 1 ;a. 1be 
whc<'lsainthisamochine have, howeveT,onlyat"''O teeth each, 
anrlextcmalagearingaisrequir'MtoamaintainCOflstantCOfl\.aet 
betweentheteeth. Epicydi<:chambcraw'-,1-trainsarellDfJle

limescmployed. Fig.a177cattpn,oentsatheamc,:,banisrnaofthc 

11�,.....ywat.cr-mcter. l-lercaonewhc<'lforms\.hecasea,awhi\e 
� rotating slmlt b (not sho.,;n) carries an =ntric-pin on 
which works the ' ' arotary piston" orwhrelc. !tawil! heaat 
ontt""""thatthisaarrangcmentaisreallyana.-picyclicatrain 

lnvenum;haveaeage-rlya""'-tghtatoadtscc"·eraoomeakindaof 
charnbe,whed-train in whi<:h the more or less imagintuy 
dcsa,h-:lnt.�ge• of the N!C;procating tnginc or pump are 
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avoided. Almost every conceivable form of such gearo* has 
been invented and reinvented and used with varying suc
cess. No enthusiast, however, has yet succeeded in pro
ducing a machine which is a serious competitor with the 
ordinary direct-acting engine or pump formed from the 
slider-crank chain \vhen used for the san1e kind of \York. 

88. Ratchet-trains Containing Non-rigid Links. - The 
classification of Ratchet l\fechanisms ino. general has been 
considered in the last chapter; we have now to study exam
ples of those ratchet-trains which contain non-rigid links. 

Fig. 1 78  sho\vs diagrammatically 
d the construction of a common lift

pump. On comparing Figs. r i 8 
and 153  we find in each case a 
body b to be raised or lifted by the 

b action of a pawl c, moved by a 
C running-ratchet train. In the 

pump this pawl takes the form of 

a a non-return valve carried in the 

o "' 

pump-bucket d. The body of the 
pump corresponds to the frame a 

b 
in Fig. 153 .  Further, it is plain 
that to keep the fluid in the pump 
from running back we must provide 
a foot-valve c' corresponding ex-

Fie 1j8. actly to the pawl c' in Fig. 153 .  

We have here in fact a checking-ratchet train abc' exactly 
as in the mechanism of Fig. 153 .  The common lift-pump is 
then a combination of two ratchet-trains acting on the same 
link, and this link is the fluid which is being pumped. 

In pumps special devices are of ten necessary to obtain 
a more continuous motion of the fluid than is poss1ble with a 
single-acting ratchet-train. Fig. 1 79  shows diagrammatically 
one example of this-a pump of a type sometimes used 

• See Reuleaux, Kinematics of Machinery, Chapter X; Burmester, Lehrbuch 
der Kinematik, §§ 96-109. 
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c

for operating a hydraulic accumulator. Here the pump
piston d is provided with an enlarged rod d1 of cross-section 
approximately equal to one half the area of the piston or 
bucket. Thus during the stroke from left to right one half of 
the fluid passing the valve c

2 
is compelled to issue through 

the valve c
3

, and one half enters the pump-barrel. During 
the reverse stroke this remaining half is expelled, and 
another volume of fluid enters the pump through the valve 

1 • This ' ' odifferential" pump, therefore, gives a fairly con
tinuous discharge, but differs from a double-acting pump 

FIG. 179. 

in that its suction is not continuous, but only occurs during 
one stroke of the bucket. \Ve have in this case an example 
of the combination of three running ratchet-trains. 

In Fig. 180 is shown an ingenious form of pump in 
,vhich only one set of valves is required, the pump-piston 
itself performing the function of a releasing ratchet. The 
Ed,vards air-pump is used for pumping air and water from 
the condenser of a steam-engine. The bucket or plunger 
P has no passage through it, and during the downward 
stroke, vvhile the head valves V are closed, the pressure in the 
space ,--l is reduced, so that air passes in from the condenser 
through the ports BB as soon as these are uncovered. At 
the same instant the plunger on reaching the bottom of its 
stroke has displaced the water from the bottom of the pump 
and has driven it through the passage C into the space above 



the bucket The air and wat"1"taretthentdioch.1rgedton the 
upward•troke. lttwi11betoeentthattwethavetheretatrelcas. 

ing-rnt.chctttraintintwhichtthetmtchet (thetpump-plung,-r) 
itself propels a. portion of the fluid to be moved. and also 
pn,ven\1ittfromtretuming. \\.hentattthctlowesttpointtofits 
strokctthctpistoutintullC{)"'°ringtthetportst hasta(:tedtast a 

drivingtandtrelcasingtrat<:hct, fir,;ttopeningtthetpa""'-i:e- H 
andthentprope!!itn,: thefluidtthroughthern 

From this point of view we may regard any ,liding•vah·c 



as aacheckingaw!areleasingaratchet. Fi,:. 181 !ihowsaa lon
g1tudll\Ql -,tion through the cyhncler of a steam-f"fl!(ine 
providedaw;th a pistu,-vake. and it will heaocen that this 
,·alvc unc•»·ersath.,,unm-ponsandaaclmitsaandacuuoffathe 
�u,am ju<t in the same way as the bucket of the E<lwartls 
pump unoo,·cn its ports. The slWle-,·alveaof a •team-engine 
is.ahowe,·cr.aonlyaaached,ini,:: amlarelcasingaratchet; it has no 
P"ninapropellingthcafluid 

Yalvcs and co::ko are fr,"<Juently employed as brakes, 
ant!thcythenformJ)"rtsofafrictk){lalratchet-trainsinwhich 
thcamovingalinkaisaa fluid. ln Fig. 18,awe havcaaa<liagram 

of an am1ng,,ment used to control the km��tudinal ,,x,.·c
menl.< of a roda/./. 1\ piston /'works in a clo8c<l cylinder 
fillet! with fluid. andatheal"-"Oaends communicate by means 
of a pa,..,.ge which can be wholly <>t 1mtial!y cloow:<l h)· 
rotating a co::kaC. ;\ ,·alve WOl.lkl. of course, answer the 
purpose. Here the partial clooini: of the co::k or valve 
opf'C""'Saaa(rktion:llare:sista"'-"'atoathcamovem"'1taofatheafluid. 
andatherd0<eaalooatothearn1»·emcntaolathcapiston,aat1clinafad 
tht, co::k or valve act.s asaa cl=king mtchet. Sorru,what 
siniil:« arrangements may he clcvised to act as hyclra1tJ;c 
brakesainthec.a<eofamt.�tingshafts; the well-known Frourle 
brakeaisaanacxamplcawhen,atheaneoessary resistance to the 
mot.ion of an ""ginc-.haft hi OOtained by attaching to the 
shaf\ a special rot.my pump which discharges jt5 water 
throu�h a omall pas5'1gc. 

Ratchc1,trainsao(tcnaCQntainabe!tsam otheraf\cxiblca!inks. 



The strap l,rakc of Fig, 183 ,ru.y be kx:,lre,:\ upon as a fric
tional ch<JCking.ratchet train. The fixed link of t.hctrain is 
nota,hown. but it will be easily seen that the strap corre
sporul, inafunctionatothcabrakc-bl.odcandaleverof Pig.a159  

Flexihlealinhaarea=·=llyauoedainaclutchcs,awhich, ·a

as we have alrea,lyascen (l 7i) ,  are really natioriary ratchet 
trains. Fig. 184 shows the lon,:ituclinal =tion of a coil 
clutch . ..-hos,,purpo,,eai>asimifarat<>athataoftheafri<"tiondutch 
oI Fi,:. 15<;<1 

Theactionofthearontriv"1lceamayl,cacxplaincda,follow•: 
The �rivin,: shaft A has firmly secured to it the hollow 
drum ti,. inside which is a rnet:,llic coil ti, 1.ooscly cuclosing 
the pulley H,. which i, key"'! to the driven 1haft H. One 
end of the coil (at C) is fi�ed to A,, the other end ha, upu11 it 
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a radial projection and can be rotated so as to cause the 
coil to grip the outer surface of B1• This rotation is ac
complished by slightly turning the lever D on its pin by the 
aid of the sliding sleeve E, which can be moved along 
the shaft by means of a fork engaging in its groove. When 
pushed in, the conical end of E pushes aside the lower arm of 
the lever D and closes the coil. Such a clutch will only 
drive one way, but the numerous turns of the coil on the 
drum give it enormous frictional resistance, and the end 
pressure on the shaft A is not large. The whole arrange
ment forms a frictiona] ratchet-train. 

89. Pressure Escapements Containing Fluid Links.- We 

have classed under the term escapements certain checking
and releasing-ratchet trains which are so arranged that the 
moving link is alternately released and checked by the 
action of the mechanism itself. Escapements containing 
fluid links form a class of machines which are of the utmost 
importance industrially, and some examples of such mech
anisms will now be considered, following the nomenclature 
of § 78. It was there shown that escapements are really 
ratchet-trains which work automatically, and in the same 
way a self-acting_ fluid-ratchet-train may be said to be a 
fluid or pressure escapement, the driven or moving link 
being the working fluid . 

.•\ steam-engine or fluid motor which is provided with a 
governor regulating and rendering uniform its rate of motion 
obviously ans\vers to our definition of a uniform escapement. 
In a properly governed steam-engine or gas-engine we may 
compare the function of the governor with that of the pen
dulum or balance-wheel of a clock or chronometer, while 
the escapement is evidently represented by the valve-gear. 
The valves themselves control the range of movement of 
the working fluid, exactly as the ratchets in a clock escape
ment control the range of movement of the escape-wheel. 

Periodical fiuid escapements are not of frequent occur
rence. We may perhaps class under this head such contriv-



ances as ga5-- and "<lter•metcrs. which vary their rate of 
moti.on inaproportionatotheaquantityaoffluidapUS$in1:aperunit 
of time 

Adfw!abk m t'ariabU flui4 ,.oap,numts arc of consider. 
able imp,:,n.an¢te. A large n\!mher of preo$\!re me:;hanisms 
corresponding 50mewhat in their mode of action to the 
hoistingmachincdeocribed in i 78 areau""1 asstror:ing.or <e· 
vcning- geart. Such a contrivanet: con,iot.� essentially of a 
controlled motor (-,l<'K, a,urw) 80 arrang<"<l lhatwhcn 
,tarted by the admission o{ the working fluid the motor 
it.selfclosestheaadmiss>;ln-valw,,aand thcrefoce ,topo unless 
the controlling valve is still further opened hy hand This 

will perhaps be madecle:ir hy,m e,;amplc The ,!�le-valve 
controllingatheadmi,..M)flan<laexhaust ofa11.eamto theacylin
der in Fig. 185 is connected to a system of Je,-,,.,. a_� shown, 
Wht-n the lever If is moved by hand in the sense shown by 
the arrow, steam is admitt<:<1 thl'Ollgh the port P, while the 
portaP,aisapla.c«lainacornmun>Cat!onawiththeaexha",t, The 
pi•tonac mo,·.,.ina-ponsc,aand,aifathea\e,·era<'aisapro�ly 
proportioned, g;ves the valve I, a �kward motion �xa.,tly 
equal to the forward mo,·cment itarecci,·cd from the hand 

http:cmo,�.,.in
http:asstror:ing.or
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lever b'. 
lever b'. 

Thus the piston c follows the motion of the hand
It will be obvious that kinematically this mechan

ism is of the same general class as the hoist previously 
described, and is accordingly an adjustable escapement.* 

A large number of fluid-ratchet-trains and escapements 
are discussed by Reuleaux. t 

* For a description of Brown's interesting and ingenious steering-gear, in 
which the whole engine is made to move and then stops itself after turning the 
rudder through the required angle, see Engi,ruering, Vol. XLIX, p. 491. 

t Constructor, §§ 319-332. 
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	their diameters are specially calculated. Approximatemethods for readily doing this have been devised,* while Reuleaux t.gives a rigorous graphical treatment of the problem. Referring to Fig. 163, we have as an expression for the length of an open belt 
	l = 2[d cos 0 +;(R+R) +o(R-R). 
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	b 2-,.. -,... 2 
	'fake a pair of rectangular axes 0.4. and OB, (Fig. 165) and make 0.4 · d. Dra,v a cunŁe CD, the involute of the circular arc .4 C, having O as its centre. Then, since the 
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	angle() must lie between 6and 90, it must have some such value as COE, in which case the line EF, tangent to .4C at E, and cutting the involute at F, has a length equal to the arc EC. Hence EF = Od, and, drawing KFH parallel to .40, we have GH = EF sin 0, and 
	° 
	°

	OH=OG+GH 
	= d(cos 0 + 0 sin 8). 
	Next make OB=11:d and join AB. Draw AD parallel to 
	_ OB. Let HF meet AB in Vand AD in K; then 
	KV AO I 
	OH =OB 11:' 
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	and therefore KV= d (cos(}+(} sin 0). 
	7r 
	1\gain, if we set off AL=Ł, and draw LM paral1el to AO,
	2 
	and cutting AB in J\,1, we have 
	l
	L1\,1 =-. 
	27r 
	Draw J1N parallel to BO and cutting HK in N, then 
	,IN =KN-KV 
	l d
	l d
	.

	= ----(cos 0 + 0 sin 0 
	)

	27r 7r 
	27r 7r 
	d sin 8
	To obtain the value of we need only draw a semi
	-

	2 
	circle QP having a diameter : then 
	O
	d

	2 
	d sin 0e
	Q= _
	O
	Figure

	2 
	Finally a curve DRST may be drawn by setting off V R = VS =OQ, and repeating the construction as required. This gives 
	NR=VN+ VR 
	l d . d sin 0 
	· =--(cos o+ 0 sin 0) +-
	-


	21r 7r 2 
	21r 7r 2 
	=a, 
	R
	-
	-


	and NS=VN-VS 
	l d . d sin t 
	= ---( cos 0 + 0 sin 0) --
	-

	21. -;r . 2 
	R. 
	= 
	b

	Thus RRVR+ VS=SR. 
	a
	-
	b
	= 

	and Rfor any value of O (or for any required ve]ocjty ratio) by the aid of the curve DRST. 
	Plainly for given values of l and d we can determine R
	0 
	b 

	In practice it is usual to find that the diameters of the 
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	first pair of steps or their radii, Rand R, are given, together with d, the distance between centres of pulleys. The problem then is to find the radii of another pair of pulleys, R' and R/, on which an open belt of the same length will run 
	a 
	b
	a 

	with a given velocity ratio Ła;_ The author has found the 
	b 
	following a convenient method of utilizing the Reuleaux diagram for solving this problem, and for finding incidentally the length of belt required. This length, however, is not often necessary, as it is more easily measured from the pulleys when finished and in position. 
	Draw the rectangle AOB and the curve DRST exactly as described above, and as shown in Fig. 165, making OA, say, 10 inches in length. This diagram can be used for finding pairs of radii of steps having any desired velocity ratio, and the lengths of these radii will be obtained in terms of d, the distance between the shaft centres. Having expressed Rand R, the given pair of radii, in terms of d, it is easy, by applying a scale of inches and hundredths to the diagram, to determine that position of the line S
	a 
	b
	a 
	b

	ratio required for the radii of 
	the next pair of steps. This is readily done by drawing on tracing-paper a set of radiating lines (Fig. 165a), VX, VY', V Z, arranged so as to cut all lines perpendicular to 1/ Z in the 
	;Ł-
	;Ł-
	. 
	. 
	R'

	1 I 
	Łv required ratio, name y, a.. t
	--=--:±=--=--=-===--Ł--Ł-

	R'
	u. 
	FIG. 165a. is convenient to draw another line, VY, such that lines perpendicular to V Z are also cut in 
	X V. 
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	the ratio Ła. By applying this diagram to Fig. 165, the three 
	b 
	points R', S', N' can readily be pricked off in their proper pos1t1ons. When measured to the proper scale, R' N' and S'1\l' give the values of the pair of radii required. In Fig. 
	. Ra' . 165 t he ratio , 1s 12.0, w h'l1e
	b 
	R

	R. 
	ats 6. o and l = 5.66d.
	R
	b 

	If the real value of dis taken as 30 inches, while Ra and Rb 
	25.2 and 4.2 inches respectively, the diagram gives for 26.4 and 2.2 inches. An open belt of about 170 inches in length would run on either of these two pairs of pulleys. 
	are 
	R,,' and R/ the values 

	It should be noted that when d is large in comparison with the size of the step pulleys, it is often sufficiently accurate to proportion the latter as if intended to run with a crossed belt; for this purpose the sum of the radii may be made constant. 
	To make allowance for the effect of the thickness of the belt or rope in our calculations it is only necessary to reflect that we have really taken the thickness of belt as being negligible when compared to the diameter of the pulley. In practice this is frequently not the case. Suppose, for example, that a belt whose thickness is a quarter of an inch is running on a pulley 6 inches in diameter. We assume that while passing round the pulley the layer of material at the centre of the thickness of the belt is
	82. Velocity Ratio in Chain-and Rope-gearing.-Ropeand chain--gearing is extensively used for the transmis
	-

	Figure
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	sion of power, as well as in machinery for hoisting, \Yinding, and lowering. In many cases it is necessary to provide the rope-drums or pulleys with guiding or re
	taining grooves. The various forms of rope and chain tackle are too familiar to require extended notice 
	... here; the ratio of the speed of the 
	rope to the speed of the body 
	.. 

	moved by the tackle can always be readily found. As an example, \Ye may take the Differential Pulleyblock of Fig. 166. In this case the upper block has two sheaves a and a'
	II 
	rigidly connected or made in one piece; the chain is prevented from slipping on these sheaves by suitable projections in their grooves. Evidently on hauling in the sense shov,n by the arro\v, the loop or bight of the 
	FIG. 166
	FIG. 166
	-

	chain passing around b will be short
	-

	ened during each revolution of a and a' by an amount equal to the difference of the circumferences of those pulleys. Hence, if we call R, and Rthe effective radii of a and a' we shal 1 have 
	2 

	speed of chain 2nR
	1 

	speed of hoistinge= ½(2rrR--_R)
	1 
	2

	21r_
	2Rl 
	RR• 
	-
	,
	-
	2

	Sometimes it is desirable to arrange hoisting gear in such a way that the velocity ratio is variable. For instance, in the winding gear of a deep mine it is necessary to wind the rope on a drum of continually increasing radius provided with a spiral groove, so that when one cage is at the bottome
	. 
	its weight together with that of the attached rope may be balanced by the smaller weight of the other cage alone acting on a portion of the drum which is of larger radius. 
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	,..\ similar device is employed in the '' fusee '' of a chronometer. 
	In some cases shafts and pulleys are so connected bychain-gear that their velocity ratio is not uniform throughout the revolution. Fig. 167 shows one form of sprocket
	wheel and chain. The wheel is furnished with teeth engagingwith the links of the chain and effectually preventing slipping; these teeth should evidentlyhave profiles composed of circular arcs parallel to the paths described by the centres of the pins as they move relatively to the . wheel.· On considering a pair of such wheels connected 
	FIG. 167. 
	by a chain it will be seen that if their pitch-circles are of unequal diameters, their velocity 
	D 
	@ 
	Figure
	FIG. 167a. 
	FIG. 167a. 
	ratio will not be the same in every position. Fig. 167a represents the centre line of a chain connecting a pair of sprocket-,vheels; the wheels have four and eight teeth respectively. When in the position shown by full lines, the pair of wheels and the chain are equivalent to a four-bar mechanism or quadric crank chain ABCD. Applying the 
	ronstructiontoftl ,8twctfindtthatthotvcl<>citytratK>tis 
	.,,tBC 
	_t
	.,, Al) 
	But when in the pogition shown by dotted lines the velocity 
	., FB BC 
	Ł-AE< ,w. 
	the equivalent pogit;on of thequadriccrnnkchain being AEGH. lnt•procket-andchain-i:,,aring asu-i fo,-cyd.,._ thistin'-"'luality ol velocity ratio mayamountwfrum 5 to 15 perttnt. A form of chain uSOO by Mr. Hans Rcnold for transmitting power be1""een two parŁlld shaft.. is shown in Fig. 168 The 
	Figure
	chain links have projection• or te<:th on their inner edRI"!, oo fonned astto gear with teeth on the wheel ,ims. It will be oeen from the diagram that these teeth profiles, the working portions of which are ma<le uptol straight lines, are oo arrang,:dth.Uthcthnksentertandclearthetwh..,ltteethwith out appn,ciab\c sliding or n,bbing motion. The angle embraced by the oides of th� wheel-tooth prufilol i, smaller the smallertthcnumbeTofteethinthetwheel. Chainoofthi,kind will work 001"Tectly e,..,,, if •light s
	83. Bolt-•nd Rope-gHrioi-bot'IOHII !'Ion-parallel Ain.
	lt should be noted that belts <Ind ropes may be u,;ed for 
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	transmitting power between shafts whose axes are not parallel; in some cases idle guide-pulleys are required in order that the belt or rope may run satisfactorily. For this to be the case one condition must be fulfilled, namely, that whereever a belt or rope is running on to a pulley the centre line of the advancing belt or rope must lie in the central plane of the pulley on to which it is running; i.e., in a plane normal to the axis and passing through the centre of the pulley.* A number of cases of bel
	Figure
	Figure
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	-
	-1--i._R_ ----Ł
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	FIG, 16ga. 
	be run in the direction indicated by the arrows, the portion RT lying in the plane of the pulley B, but not in that of A, while the part SU lies in the plane of A. Similar remarks apply to Fig. 169b, where, hoVl{ever, a guide-pulley is used. In Fig. 169c, it will be seen that if the guide-pulley C is placed in a plane containing the parts of the belt 5 T and UT every straight portion of the belt lies in a line which forms 
	• See Webb, Trans. Am. Soc. M. E., 1883, p. 165. 
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	the intersection of the planes of its pulleys; hence the belt will run either way. Fig. 169d sho\vS the general case when the axes are inclined. Any two points, X and Y, are chosen on the line forming the intersection of the planes of the pulleys A and B, and tangents XR, XS, YT, YU are dra\vn to these pulleys. The guide-pulleys cl and c2 are then 
	A 
	Figure

	C 
	Figure

	! B 
	' 
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	placed in the planes .,YRS, YTU' respectively. Under these conditions the belt \vill run either \vay. These examples \vill serve to indicate the method to be adopted in arranging belt-gearing when the axes of the shafts are not parallel. 
	Similar remarks apply to arrangements for rope-gearing, but in this case, as the pulleys are grooved, guide-pulleys are not so frequently required. 
	84. Springs.-\Vhile belts, ropes, and chains are especially of use for transmitting energy, the flexible links kno,vn as springs are of service where energy has to be stored up and again restored when required. Problems connected 
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	vvith mechanisms involving springs will in general deal with questions of Dynamics rather than with questions of Kinematics; it will be sufficient here to notice some cases in vvhich the energy of springs is employed for kinematic purposes; i.e., for controlling or assisting the relative motions of machine parts. 
	Figure
	A 
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	F1G. 169c. 
	Springs are often used for the closure of mechanisms and pairs. The spring h, for example, .in Fig. 161 supplies the force required to keep bin contact withse or in contact with c, as the case may be. Certain springs in gun-locks fulfil a similar purpose, and springs of the same kind form an essential feature in most ratchet mechanisms and escapements. 
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	In Fig. 1 70 the essential parts of the lock of a Winchester rifle are shown. The lock mechanism contains two springs; the main-spring ais bent when the hammer bisdrawn back 
	R ____L_' s u • 
	T 
	I
	B 
	·
	R
	-

	Figure
	FIG, 169d. 
	FIG, 169d. 
	and cocked, and the energy stored in this spring is available, when released, for striking the firing-pin c and thus exploding the cartridge. The trigger-spring d bears on the trigger e, which serves in fact as a pawl or detent for the hammer. When the hammer is at half-cock the point or nose of the trigger enters the first notch on the hammer; the hammer is then secure, as the form of the notch prevents the trigger from. being pulled. ,vhen 
	the hammer is pL1.COO at full cocl<, however, the point 
	of the trigger engages with the se<:ond notch, which is of such a form th.�t the trigger can h,, pulle<l and the hammer released. While both these ,prings may be regarded as scr,,ing for purposes of dosure, d has no other use; a, on the other hand, store,; up energy in the way already described. 1nc whole mech;,nism forms a k>cking and releasing ratchet-train (sed 71)nwhich is spring-ck-1. 
	In many cases springs are used simply a.• means of 11.oring energy, a very familiar example being the co;lcd •pring 
	Figure
	which drives a clock or watch; in other instan<:ff they arc employed simply to control or modify tl,e relative motion of machine parts. 1nc springs in a bulfer, or the ,prings which hold do,;,;n a ..,,fety-valvc, come under this heading 
	85, Flu.id Unb. Pre•ure Pa;l'l.-il has already been noted that we class under the name of spring those ponions of ŁhaŁioms :"'hose ebstic deformationŁ, when thenmech• 
	_ 
	amsm ,s m act,o,,, are considerable a• compan,d ,.,th the dimensions of the spring itself, and with the extent of motion of the other links of the mechanism. According to this definition we ought to include in our list not only solid springs, but also such bodie$ as the air in an air--00mpreasor. which, although fluid, suffers eL-.stic deformation 
	Hydraulic machines, again, contain fluid links which do 
	not �bly change their volume under the pressures to which they are subjected in working. Hence fluid links may he divided into (a) elastic and (b) 11(1[1-ela,tic linb. ;\o has been pre,;.-,,...iy stat.al. the changes of form and volume oftthesetlinb invo!vctquestionstnft,lynamicstwhichlictoutoide nf the «:op, of the pre..,nt work. so that w,: shall here ennsidcrtonlytinttheirkinema.ticta•pecttccrtaintme,:hanisms containingtfl.uidtlinb. 
	A large number of mechanisms containing fluid links ,,,ill be found to have a• their counterparts mechanism• containing rigid link,i only. We find. for example, many in
	-

	Figure
	stance,, of fluid ratchet-trains. and Fig. 171 compares the w.,JJ.)mown hydraulic pre$S with a system of rigi<! leveB whosetŁ AB have thet""""' ,·elocity ratio as the plunger C and mm D of the prew. Ily ouitably pror,rtioning the are:>s of C and D we can ri$ing ""locity of D to tM falling s1"""1 of C, for it UI plain 
	obt.'.1.in ony desin,d ratio of the 
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	that the volume of v.rater displaced in a given time by C must be equal to that entering the cylinder in ,vhich D ,vorks. Hence the speed of D will be to the speed of C inversely as their areas, assuming that the fluid is incornpressible and that no leakage occurs. 
	It is evident that under these circumstances the relative velocity of C and D will be unaffected by the length or form of the pipe or passage communicating between the cylinders. These might in fact be separated by a considerable distance, in ,vhich case the mechanism would serve for the hvdraulic transmission of energy. Such transmission is found of 
	great utility under certain conditions. Similarly arrangements for the transmission of pow�r by.scompressed air ha,·e been devised; in either case it is the_ fluid link which renders this type of transmission possible and economical. 
	86. Chamber Crank-trains.-The most important application of the crank-chain in machine construction is its use-
	in kinematic combination with a fluid link-for the purpose 
	of an ,. 'engines" or prime mover, or for the purpose of a '' pum'ps" or machine for moving or compressing the fluid. 'fhe fluid link may consist of steam, air, gas, or water, and the mechanism must include a suitable chamber for enclosing it. We proceed to give a few examples of such chantber cra1ik-trains, selected from the numberless instances of everyda v occurrence. 
	..
	.\ny of the inversions of the slider-crank chain of Chapter IV may be converted into a chamber crank-train if ,ve make one of its links into a vessel or chamber and convert another link (in some cases two others) into a plate or diaphragm moving in the vessel in such a fashion that the fluid link occupies the space enclosed. ..i\s the mechanism operates, the effective volume available for the fluid link is changed and the fluid expands, or is compressed; it enters or leaves the vessel or chamber in confor
	-

	vŁ 
	It is also possible in the SMng;ng block slider-crank to rotwert the fixed linlr into the chamber. Fig. ,13 show,, a methoo of doing this, •�tw. by Reult,aux. On c:onsidcmtion it will be olwiou• that this arrangement, like many others quite pQSOiblc kinematically, will not be likely to gi,·e ,..fofactory res\l!t,; in practice. The mechanical difficult;e.itofmalringthetcontactbetwecntcandb•ufficiently goc,cl to avoid leabge. and at the Mme timet"" free as to avoid frictional k>ss. are oo great that a la.rg,
	Pas.ing on to the lurniH,: blot/, ,lider.craHk c1u,;., of Fig. 
	thUha.inbccnnconvBt.ed 
	•Łnenclosalnbeiwccnnb,nG,nandnd 
	The nt1nging slidn.c,a,.J, when used a.. a chamber train hasaln:adyb<..>nnffi<>WnninnFig.n74. 
	Figure
	l'l'()m the d,,uble s/iikr-c,ank clwi" n number of chamber trains can be derived. Fig. 79 shows one fotm-the oornrnon donkey-pump. In Fig. 175 we ha\'e a form of •teame11gine propo,oed by Root in 1864 and sinre """""''d by other inventors. On comparison with 1-"i,g. 1J or 19 the com,
	-
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	sponding links vvill be readily recognized. In the Root engine the rectangular spaces enclosed between the links c and d and betvveen band coare used as chambers to recei,·e the working fluid; their varying volume serves for the expansion of the steam. It should be noted that this form of engine does not involve the use of higher pairing, and 
	• 
	there is not the difficulty experienced in so many chamber crank-trains in preserving a steam-tight joint. \Vhen the surfaces between a, b, c, and dare adjusted so closely as to avoid leakage, there is in practice found to exist a considerable amount of friction, and the accuracy of adjustment is easily destroyed by expansion due to any slight local variations in temperature of the different parts of the engine. It is for reasons of this kind that no form of chamber cranktrain has yet been able to compet
	It is, of co4rse, to be understood that in a chamber cranktrain used as a motor or pump suitable provision must be made for the _government of the admission and outflo,v of the working fluid. This is sometimes effected by arranging the necessary openings and passages so that they are opened or closed by the motion of the solid links themselves. �lore freque:nt'ly it is necessary to provide a subsidiary ratchettrain or valve-gear, which forms no essential portion of the original machine, if we consider onl
	87. Chamber Wheel-trains. -Reuleaux divides motormechanisms containingo'' pressure organso" or fluid links into two classes. \Ve have first those mechanisms in which the motion is more or less intermittent, so that the whole machine forms a '' fluid ratchet-train." The kinematic chains discussed in the last section, \Vhen provided ,vith the necessary valve-gear, belong to this class. The second class includes those '' running mechanisms" in ,vhich the motion 
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	of all the solid links is continuous, and we now proceed to consider some examples of this kind of chain, formed by modifying certain wheel-trains in such a way as to constitute a chamber wheel-train. The chamber is, in general, formed from the frame of the wheel-train and carries the wheels by means of simple turning pairs. The fluid or working substance occupies the space between the wheels and the chamber, and such mechanisms, in spite of certain mechanical disadvantages, are often used as pumps or mot
	The chamber wheel-trains which are simplest from a kinematic point of view are those containing only one wheel and the necessary chamber and passages for the guidance of the fluid link. In Fig. 176, for example, is shown diagram-
	t i
	• 
	b 
	Figure

	a 
	Figure
	FIG. 176. 
	matically a centrifugal pump, the whole mechanism consisting of the pump-casing a, the wheel and shaft b, and the fluid c. A turbine, or water-wheel, of course falls into the same class. 
	Fi., 177a, 177b and 177c show three types of chamber wheel-gear amongst many which have found some degree of favor in practical use as pumps or motors. Fig. 177a is the 
	gs
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	Figure
	FrG. I 77/,. 
	Pappenheim chamber wh,:d-train, consisting ol a pnir of �ualatoothcdwh<;els.,aha,·ingC011tinuousa1.0:.>th<0nt.;>c:t,while thcpointsan<lasidesaofatheatttthafitaasaclooelyaatai:.::,osibleato the walls of the chamber. Thi� lr�in ha,; been utilize<l to a <'Ullsi<lcrab!e e,ctcnt ,., a pump for water, the volume dis-chargOO per re,'Olution being evidently equal (if le,,kage isanegle,:,ted) toatwioethea,·olumcaoftheatooth-spaceaaolonc whffL Such a pump is, of courae, most suitable for running at a high speed an<l
	Figure
	11Ł,.....ywat.cr-mcter. l-lercaonewhc<'lforms\.hecasea,awhi\e 
	Ł rotating slmlt b (not sho.,;n) carries an =ntric-pin on which works the ''arotary piston" orwhrelc. !tawil! heaat ontt""""thatthisaarrangcmentaisreallyana.-picyclicatrain 
	lnvenum;haveaeage-rlya""'-tghtatoadtscc"·eraoomeakindaof charnbe,whed-train in whi<:h the more or less imagintuy dcsa,h-:lnt.Łge• of the N!C;procating tnginc or pump are 
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	avoided. Almost every conceivable form of such gearo* has been invented and reinvented and used with varying success. No enthusiast, however, has yet succeeded in producing a machine which is a serious competitor with the ordinary direct-acting engine or pump formed from the slider-crank chain \vhen used for the san1e kind of \York. 
	88. Ratchet-trains Containing Non-rigid Links. -The classification of Ratchet l\fechanisms ino. general has been considered in the last chapter; we have now to study examples of those ratchet-trains which contain non-rigid links. 
	Fig. 178 sho\vs diagrammatically 
	the construction of a common liftpump. On comparing Figs. r i 8 and 153 we find in each case a body b to be raised or lifted by the 
	d 

	action of a pawl c, moved by a running-ratchet train. In the pump this pawl takes the form of 
	Figure
	b 
	C 

	Figure
	a non-return valve carried in the 
	a 

	o pump-bucket d. The body of the pump corresponds to the frame a 
	"' 

	in Fig. 153. Further, it is plain that to keep the fluid in the pump from running back we must provide a foot-valve c' corresponding ex-
	Figure
	b 

	Figure
	actly to the pawl c' in Fig. 153. We have here in fact a checking-ratchet train abc' exactly as in the mechanism of Fig. 153. The common lift-pump is then a combination of two ratchet-trains acting on the same link, and this link is the fluid which is being pumped. 
	Fie 1j8. 

	In pumps special devices are of ten necessary to obtain a more continuous motion of the fluid than is poss1ble with a single-acting ratchet-train. Fig. 179 shows diagrammatically one example of this-a pump of a type sometimes used 
	• See Reuleaux, Kinematics of Machinery, Chapter X; Burmester, Lehrbuch der Kinematik, §§ 96-109. 
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	for operating a hydraulic accumulator. Here the pumppiston d is provided with an enlarged rod dof cross-section approximately equal to one half the area of the piston or bucket. Thus during the stroke from left to right one half of the fluid passing the valve cis compelled to issue through the valve c, and one half enters the pump-barrel. During the reverse stroke this remaining half is expelled, and another volume of fluid enters the pump through the valve • This ''odifferential" pump, therefore, gives a 
	c
	1 
	2 
	3
	1

	Figure
	FIG. 179. 
	in that its suction is not continuous, but only occurs during one stroke of the bucket. \Ve have in this case an example of the combination of three running ratchet-trains. 
	In Fig. 180 is shown an ingenious form of pump in ,vhich only one set of valves is required, the pump-piston itself performing the function of a releasing ratchet. The Ed,vards air-pump is used for pumping air and water from the condenser of a steam-engine. The bucket or plunger P has no passage through it, and during the downward stroke, vvhile the head valves V are closed, the pressure in the space ,--l is reduced, so that air passes in from the condenser through the ports BB as soon as these are uncovere
	the bucket The air and wat"1"taretthentdioch.1rgedton the upward•troke. lttwi11betoeentthattwethavetheretatrelcas. 
	Figure
	ing-rnt.chctttraintintwhichtthetmtchet (thetpump-plung,-r) itself propels a. portion of the fluid to be moved. and also pn,ven\1ittfromtretuming. \\.hentattthctlowesttpointtofits strokctthctpistoutintullC{)"'°ringtthetportsthasta(:tedtasta 
	Figure
	drivingtandtrelcasingtrat<:hct,fir,;ttopeningtthetpa""'-i:e-H andthentprope!!itn,: thefluidtthroughthern 
	From this point of view we may regard any ,liding•vah·c 
	asaacheckingaw!areleasingaratchet. Fi,:. 181 !ihowsaalong1tudll\Ql -,tion through the cyhncler of a steam-f"fl!(ine providedaw;th apistu,-vake. and it will heaocen that this ,·alvcunc•»·ersath.,,unm-ponsandaaclmitsaandacuuoffathe 
	Łu,am ju<t in the same way as the bucket of the E<lwartls pump unoo,·cn its ports. The slWle-,·alveaof a •team-engine is.ahowe,·cr.aonlyaaached,ini,:: amlarelcasingaratchet; it has no P"ninapropellingthcafluid 
	Yalvcs and co::ko are fr,"<Juently employed as brakes, ant!thcythenformJ)"rtsofafrictk){lalratchet-trainsinwhich thcamovingalinkaisaa fluid. ln Fig. 18,awe havcaaa<liagram 
	Figure
	of an am1ng,,ment used to control the km��tudinal ,,x,.·cmenl.< of a roda/./. 1\ piston /'works in a clo8c<l cylinder fillet! with fluid. andatheal"-"Oaends communicate by means of a pa,..,.ge which can be wholly <>t 1mtial!y cloow:<l h)· rotating a co::kaC. ;\ ,·alve WOl.lkl. of course, answer the purpose. Here the partial clooini: of the co::k or valve opf'C""'Saaa(rktion:llare:sista"'-"'atoathcamovem"'1taofatheafluid. andatherd0<eaalooatothearn1»·emcntaolathcapiston,aat1clinafad tht, co::k or valve act.
	Ratchc1,trainsao(tcnaCQntainabe!tsamotheraf\cxiblca!inks. 
	The strap l,rakc of Fig, 183 ,ru.y be kx:,lre,:\ upon as a frictional ch<JCking.ratchet train. The fixed link of t.hctrain is nota,hown. but it will be easily seen that the strap corresporul,inafunctionatothcabrakc-bl.odcandaleverof Pig.a159 
	Flexihlealinhaarea=·=llyauoedainaclutchcs,awhich, 
	Flexihlealinhaarea=·=llyauoedainaclutchcs,awhich, 
	·a

	Figure
	as we have alrea,lyascen (l 7i), are really natioriary ratchet trains. Fig. 184 shows the lon,:ituclinal =tion of a coil clutch . ..-hos,,purpo,,eai>asimifarat<>athataoftheafri<"tiondutch oI Fi,:. 15<;<1 
	Theactionofthearontriv"1lceamayl,cacxplaincda,follow•: The Łrivin,: shaft A has firmly secured to it the hollow drum ti,. inside which is a rnet:,llic coil ti, 1.ooscly cuclosing the pulley H,. which i, key"'! to the driven 1haft H. One end of the coil (at C) is fiŁed to A,, the other end ha, upu11 it 
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	a radial projection and can be rotated so as to cause the coil to grip the outer surface of B1• This rotation is accomplished by slightly turning the lever D on its pin by the aid of the sliding sleeve E, which can be moved along the shaft by means of a fork engaging in its groove. When pushed in, the conical end of E pushes aside the lower arm of the lever D and closes the coil. Such a clutch will only drive one way, but the numerous turns of the coil on the drum give it enormous frictional resistance, an
	89. Pressure Escapements Fluid Links.-We 
	Containing 

	have classed under the term escapements certain checkingand releasing-ratchet trains which are so arranged that the moving link is alternately released and checked by the action of the mechanism itself. Escapements containing fluid links form a class of machines which are of the utmost importance industrially, and some examples of such mechanisms will now be considered, following the nomenclature of § 78. It was there shown that escapements are really ratchet-trains which work automatically, and in the sa
	.•\ steam-engine or fluid motor which is provided with a 
	governor regulating and rendering uniform its rate of motion 
	obviously ans\vers to our definition of a uniform escapement. 
	In a properly governed steam-engine or gas-engine we may 
	compare the function of the governor with that of the pen
	dulum or balance-wheel of a clock or chronometer, while 
	the escapement is evidently represented by the valve-gear. 
	The valves themselves control the range of movement of 
	the working fluid, exactly as the ratchets in a clock escape
	ment control the range of movement of the escape-wheel. 
	Periodical fiuid escapements are not of frequent occur
	rence. We may perhaps class under this head such contriv
	-

	ances as ga5--and "<lter•metcrs. which vary their rate of moti.on inaproportionatotheaquantityaoffluidapUS$in1:aperunit of time 
	Adfw!abk m t'ariabU flui4 ,.oap,numts arc of consider. able imp,:,n.an¢te. A large n\!mher of preo$\!re me:;hanisms corresponding 50mewhat in their mode of action to the hoistingmachincdeocribedini 78areau""1 vcning-geart. Such a contrivanet: con,iot.Ł essentially of a controlled motor (-,l<'K, a,urw) 80 arrang<"<l lhatwhcn ,tarted by the admission o{ the working fluid the motor it.selfclosestheaadmiss>;ln-valw,,aand thcrefoce ,topo unless the controlling valve is still further opened hy hand This 
	asstror:ing.or <e· 

	Figure
	will perhaps be madecle:ir hy,m e,;amplc The ,!�le-valve controllingatheadmi,..M)flan<laexhaustofa11.eamtotheacylinder in Fig. 185 is connected to a system of Je,-,,.,. a_� shown, Wht-n the lever If is moved by hand in the sense shown by the arrow, steam is admitt<:<1 thl'Ollgh the port P, while the portaP,aisapla.c«lainacornmun>Cat!onawiththeaexha",t, The pi•to-ponsc,aand,aifathea\e,·era<'aisapro�ly proportioned, g;ves the valve I, a �kward motion �xa.,tly equal to the forward mo,·cment itarecci,·cd from 
	nacmo,·.,.ina
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	lever b'. lever b'. 
	lever b'. lever b'. 
	Thus the piston c follows the motion of the handIt will be obvious that kinematically this mechan

	ism 
	ism 
	is 
	of 
	the 
	same 
	general 
	class 
	as 
	the 
	hoist 
	previously 


	described, and is accordingly an adjustable escapement.* 
	A large number of fluid-ratchet-trains and escapements are discussed by Reuleaux. t 
	* For a description of Brown's interesting and ingenious steering-gear, in which the whole engine is made to move and then stops itself after turning the rudder through the required angle, see Engi,ruering, Vol. XLIX, p. 491. 
	Constructor, §§ 319-332. 
	t 








